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Tunisia is situated in Northern Africa. It is 163,610 km². It is the smallest country in North Africa. It is
bordered by Algeria to the West, Libya to the Southeast and the Mediterranean Sea on the North. The
northern part of the country contains a very fertile soil where they grow cereals, grapes and olives. The
southern part is mainly a desert region. It contains very beautiful oases where dates are produced. The
two parts are separated by the Atlas Mountains. The estimated population of this Arabic and Islamic
country is about 10,777.500 inhabitants. Tunis the capital is an important port on the Mediterranean
Sea.

PART ONE :

A/ Reading Comprehension

Activity one : Read the text carefully and fill in the table

Country

Area

(7pts)
(2pts)

Population

Main products

Activity Two : Read the text carefully and answer with : “ True” , “False” or “ Not mentioned” :

(3pts)

1) Tunisia has frontiers with Algeria.
…………………………..
2) A king governs Tunisia.
…………………………..
3) The southern part of this country is fertile. ……………………
Activity Three: a) Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to : (2pts)

-

located = …………………..

– harbor = …………………

b) Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to :

-

biggest ≠ ………………….

B/

– ugly ≠ …………………..

Mastery of language

(7pts)

Activity one : Supply the punctuation and capital letters where necessary :

(2pts)

the nile splits sudan from east to west  …………………………………………………………….
Activity two: Read the text then Choose (a) , (b) , (c) or (d) to complete these sentences : (3pts)

1) Tunisia is ………………………..than Algeria.
a) smallest
b) smaller
c) small
d) most small
2) Tunis the capital is ……………………………place you can visit.
a) the better
b) the goodest
c) the best
d) the gooder
3) Tunisian beaches are …………………………………as Algerian beaches .
a) most beautiful
b) as beautiful
c) beautifulest
d) more beautiful than
Activity Three: Find in the text four words that have the following sounds:
/ æ/ accident
1- ………………….
2-…………………...

PART TWO: Written Expression

(2pts)

/a: / far
1- …………………….
2- ……………………

(6pts)

Algeria is a very large country in Africa. Write a short paragraph about it taking into consideration its location,
population, area, bordering countries …etc.
Theses cues can help you :




main products such as : dates , olive oil , oranges …
main ports : Annaba , Skikda , Oran ….

